
The Pink Mountain Brand Guidelines



We're glad you made it here.  This is the place to find the basic elements
that make up the Pink Mountain brand.  In this guide, we'll give you the
scoop on how to use our marks, we'll share our logo style and we'll show

you our colours.  Let's hop to it!

Welcome to the Pink Mountain Brand Guidelines



The Pink Mountain & Thrive The Climb Marks

How To Use The Pink Mountain Marks How To Use The Thrive The Climb Logo

Our marks are made for sharing.  As long as you don't use them to
mislead people.  Don't use the marks to suggest partnership,
affiliation or endorsement by The Pink Mountain, Cindy Needham or
Thrive The Climb, especially if one does not exist.  Don't use the
marks in a way that confuses The Pink Mountain book or Thrive The
Climb website with another brand.  For example, don't use them as
your online profile picture, or as a favicon.
Our products, website, names and logos are our property.  Please
treat them with respect.  Don't use them, in whole or in part, as part
of any breast cancer promotion on any social media profiles, domain
site or website name.
There's a right way to link to The Pink Mountain & Thrive The Climb. 
We recommend using the Thrive The Climb logo - as long as it's the
same version and colours as specified in this guide.  We'll get to
those aspects in the next section.
Give us a shout at thrivetheclimb@gmail.com if you want to use
our marks in your advertising, promotions, sales materials, or
merchandise.  We want to make sure The Pink Mountain & Thrive
The Climb is represented authentically in any websites, products,
packaging, merchandise, manuals, or other tangible goods for
commercial or product use.
Be kind with our marks.  Don't use the Pink Mountain or Thrive The
Climb marks, or any of our products or services, in any way which, in
Cindy Needham's sole discretion, may diminish or tarnish the
goodwill or our marks, or violates our Terms of Service.

The Thrive The Climb Logo comes in only 1 version.
Please use only this official, unmodified file to represent our brand,
you can get the file here
When using our brand materials, please include the statement:
"Thrive The Climb and The Pink Mountain logos belong to Cindy
Needham and are her property."

LOGO ON WHITE BACKGROUND



Colour

How To Use The Pink Mountain & Thrive The Climb Colours

Our colours consists of soft pinks, splashes of grey and purple hues.
In our world black is not black, as we start with a very dark grey
and a subtle purple grey complementary accent.  
Pink is how we shout from our mountain tops and warrior on.
Our background is standard white, HEX Colour #ffffff

Hex Colour: #dd6ca1 Hex Colour: #554d72

 #2d282a  #554d72  #a241a1  #dd6ca1

 #636175  #b3b3b3  #9a3e99  #cf2b99



We're glad you stopped by to learn about our brand guidelines.  If you
ever have any questions that we didn't answer here, you can reach us at

thrivetheclimb@gmail.com

You're Ready To Climb The Mountain With Us & Warrior On!


